Balancing act:
fleet efficiency
and safety

for location

Efficiency vs safety

Safety and efficiency are crucial when it comes to operating a successful fleet. However, when

a business elevates its safety standards, it may notice a decline in efficiency. Similarly, when efficiency
is increased, safety measures sink.

What’s creating this pressure between safety and efficiency? It’s a combination of many factors: shrinking
delivery windows, companies competing for the fastest delivery times and new regulations enforcing
safety measures.

Fleet safety and a thriving business are not mutually exclusive. In fact, the two should be inextricably linked.

The breakdown
The benefits of safe delivery are vast. Monitoring driver

“The benchmark by which good

drivers and road users alike. With improved driving

evaluate their performance is on

behavior and incentivizing better driving benefits truck
comes a lower risk of losing assets due to a collision.
There are also less obvious benefits to improved

driving behavior, such as reduced fuel costs, lower
insurance premiums, and a chance to improve the

operators evaluate themselves and
safety, productivity and efficiency.”
Eliot Feldstein SVP, Strategy and
Corporate Development, Lytx

company culture.

Fleets that provide drivers with real-time or immediate

steep competition, and inexperienced drivers can make

by as much as 23 percent and traffic violations fall

The rise of e-commerce has shown us that end

feedback have seen distracted driving events drop
by as much as 61 percent.

However, when looking at last mile use cases, the

challenges become clear. Tightening delivery windows,
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safety measures seem like obstacles to efficiency.

consumers have little patience for slow deliveries and
are less likely to reorder after a bad experience.
Fortunately, a location platform can help.

Driver behavior analysis
is integral to success
Truck driving is a dangerous job. In fact, it’s consistently listed as one of the most dangerous

occupations. Reducing hazardous behaviors and collisions is a win-win for everyone. We all want access
to information and training that will help us succeed professionally; truck drivers are no different.
Here’s how location-intelligent solutions are empowering drivers to be safer and more efficient.

A safety-first culture
Better transparency between drivers and fleet

building team culture and a respected brand name.

driver performance and contributes to an overall

a reduction in insurance premiums for good drivers.

managers helps create an accurate assessment of
risk-averse fleet.

“Number one: safety is about understanding driver

behavior. Look for opportunities to recognize the best in
drivers. And when there’s an opportunity, engage them
in positive improvement,” recommends Eliot Feldstein,
SVP, Strategy and Corporate Development at Lytx.

With the right data, you can provide real-time feedback
or individualized safety scores to drivers. You can work
with them to improve behaviors and recognize their
good habits. Implementing an incentive program is

a tangible way to acknowledge and reward drivers while

This can also translate into savings for you through

And, you can do all of this while ensuring compliance
with privacy regulations using the suite of privacy
services from HERE.

By utilizing HERE Fleet Telematics, you can compare
observed driver behaviors to:

• Legal requirements (e.g. posted speed limits)
• Road features and conditions (e.g. slope,
curvature of the road and weather)

• Behaviors of surrounding drivers (e.g. real-time traffic
conditions and free-flow speeds)

Support good health
Enforce rest hours and don’t allow a driver to leave for

The HERE SDK creates a seamless mapping experience,

Location technology helps track this, too. HERE Fleet

and out – even when offline.

his or her next job before rest hours are completed.

Telematics records driver rest times. You can take this

a step further and implement a chain of responsibility

so that a manager is also accountable if a driver leaves
before his or her rest hours are through.

Additionally, you can reduce stress and fatigue by

offering digital solutions that automate job scheduling
and navigation instead of asking the driver to figure it
out on their own.
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helping drivers navigate from point A to point B, indoors
Our SDK goes beyond standard mapping, routing and
search functionality. It provides real-time visibility

into the geographic location of mobile assets. It also

offers offline capabilities that include route calculation,
location search, turn-by-turn navigation and more.

Solutions for the modern fleet
Often businesses only find out about delays, incidents
and misplacements after it’s too late.

Truck-specific routing from HERE makes it possible

“With the technology available today

such as maximum height and weight clearance.

able to create a more proactive

to plan optimal routes based on unique attributes
Through isoline routing, customizable geofencing

and toll cost analysis, fleets can plan the most optimal
route based on travel time, fuel costs and road tolls.
Conditions on the road can change in a matter of
seconds. With comprehensive road coverage and

accurate, cutting-edge rerouting capabilities, based

on real-time traffic data and truck specific attributes,
drivers can avoid accidents, heavy congestion and
extreme weather.

“Turn-by-turn navigation based on truck routing for us

is the critical thing. We’re navigating these heavy trucks
through all kinds of environments. Doing that not only

safely, but in the most expedient way possible, is really
the fundamental thing in our business,” said Kevin
Survance, CEO of Eleos Technologies.

Precise location information provides the visibility you

from HERE Technologies, we’ve been
approach to planning out a trip.

The drivers are able to look at the entire
route from beginning to end. To bring all
that together into a unified experience
for our drivers is extremely helpful.”

Kevin Survance, CEO, Eleos Technologies

By utilizing the right tools and data for the job drivers
are empowered with better, safer options as well as a
more efficient shift.

A location platform is key to developing the digital tools
and apps drivers and fleet managers need to improve
safety and performance.

The HERE platform brings together enterprise-grade
location data, services and tooling to solve complex
logistics problems and discover new insights.

need. Make more informed decisions and help drivers

The platform gives companies the flexibility needed to

additional cost.

the right information at the right time.

avoid unnecessary delays to minimize inefficiencies and
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build contextually-aware apps that provide drivers with

The better route
On-the-road suggestions for
improved safety and efficiency
Balance efficiency with safety

Shortening delivery windows puts more
pressure on drivers, but does that mean
safety gets left in the rear view?

Don’t compromise

With traffic-enabled routing, your
drivers not only receive the most
efficient delivery path but are also
prepared to tackle the unexpected.

Stay safe, stay moving

Location technology helps keep
your drivers safe with agile reroute
suggestions and notifications to
avoid accidents and bad weather.

Transform your fleet management
No matter what comes your way,
improved visibility helps you
prioritize both efficiency and
safety from start to finish.
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Action items
During the first and middle mile: leverage location tools that allow you to maximize efficiency and
optimize your assets

During the last mile: utilize location-powered routing to ensure appropriate delivery planning and optimize
for traffic issues

Track driver behavior and provide job analysis
Establish a safe driver rewards program based on driver behavior learnings

Final thoughts

Finding the balance between fleet safety and efficiency not only
increases customer and employee loyalty and reduces costs,
but it primes you for lasting success and further optimization
opportunities.
Location-powered solutions provide the level of visibility needed
to create a lasting impact for your fleet.
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Further reading:

Why it’s easier to track a pizza

Understanding driver performance

Five thought leaders on fleet

READ THE BLOG

SEE CUSTOMER STORY

DOWNLOAD THE EBOOK

than a shipping container

and improving driver apps

safety and efficiency

Want to know more about location-intelligent
solutions for your fleet?
Get in touch
About HERE Technologies

HERE, a location data and technology platform, moves people, businesses and cities forward by harnessing the power

of location. By leveraging our open platform, we empower our customers to achieve better outcomes – from helping a
city manage its infrastructure or a business optimize its assets to guiding drivers to their destination safely. To learn

more about HERE, including our new generation of cloud-based location platform services, 360.here.com and
here.com.

About Mapping Resources

Mapping Resources is partnered with HERE to provide you with amazing customer service and on-demand answers you
can't find anywhere else.
Save time, get answers, and try HERE free for 30 days when you work with Mapping Resources.
(888) 848-4436
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